Ascended Masters
The puffin razorbill is a bird. These birds are capable of holding
sometimes over a dozen small fish in their bill as compared to other
birds that can carry only one. Razorbills are noted for being
competitive among one another. Razorbills dive deep into the sea
using their wings and their streamlined bodies to propel themselves
toward their prey. While diving, they rarely stay in groups, but rather
spread out to feed. Their feeding can occur diving at a depth of
120 meters below the surface. During a single dive an individual can
capture and swallow many schooling fish, depending on their size.
They may well fly more than 100 km out to sea to feed.

The "Persecuting puffin" demon takes himself to be the knower of
wisdom. He persecutes others of the Christ religion. It is with a
competitive spirit. He knows he has the abilitythe strength of
language, the usage of the terminology of the Ascended Masters. He
proclaims himself to be messenger on the order of Moses and to lead
others. It is an aggressive competitive demon.
It is a persecution to Christ Church to have this demon acting
against the Church. It not only takes the terminology and weaves an
entire organization around the terminology and rituals but it also claims
itself as the lineage to progressive revelation of truth. The razorbill in
essence a predator who carries the teachings away in his bill and claims
it as his own.
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Samael Group
This group is headed by the fallen angel, Samael, whom Moses
said was one angel to be greatly feared as he was known to kill souls.
The Samael messengers from 1995 to 1996 changed the original
dispensation of the Karmic Board from one of weekly letters by the
Maha Chohan to one of weekly sermons and discourses and entire
conferences. Their organization was sponsored by the Karmic Board
from 1995 to 2012 primarily the work of #12 who continued the
organization for this length of time, cognizant it was under a fallen
angel.
This was until El Morya in 2012 with Zarathustra and Victory,
through the pressure of his website that he forced the organization to
lose its dispensation by exposing their lies and perversions of the
teachings. El Morya pointed out the Archangel Michael and Goddess of
Liberty dictations immediately after 9/11. Decrees by the students were
called for. The messengers lead decrees for a few hours. The
published words were changed from his intent. The decrees asked of
the students never materialized. The students of these two false
hierarchy groups hear the dictations of the fallen angels and do not
discern for truth. The nation then put into law the Patriot Act and other
infringements of freedom which the Goddess of Liberty was not able to
stop as there were no decrees or allegiance to Hierarchy given.
Throughout this time from 1995 to 2012, they posted from the
Bridge to Freedom called the Wineskin letter. It was didacted from El
Morya to legitimize it saying he is the sponsor, and in addition, calling
their headquarters Morya House.
El Morya says without dissimulationthat although he has been
the teacher of the messengers including the Salvation Army, Geraldine
Innocente, Blavatsky and a few others, he did not pledge his crown
jewels and Light as he had the others, to sponsor them as did the
others. This demon then takes whatever other messengers had and
changes it and claims it as his own.
Why would El Morya not dictate a letter directly?
Rather, the one who appears as El Morya is Samael, the fallen
angel. That Wineskin letter of El Morya was used to legitimize their
organization.
Mother Mary pointed out to the students there this fallen angel by
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having them do a 5-minute exercise to see the eyes of Rasputin or
Samael and see that the eyes are the same in the one giving dictations
there.
These had been long time students at the two witnesses'
organizations and knew the terminology. They would then carry away
the teachings like the razorbill puffin, say that the "former activity" had
this and that understanding wrong. They changed major concepts such
as to now having "five" lower bodies and not "four." Thus it was a
taking out the path of initiation on the four cosmic forces on the Cosmic
Clock which was the part of the path of mastery taught by Mother Mary
and part of the two witness dispensation. The Cosmic Clock is
foundational and was introduced at the Shasta conference that became
the Great White Brotherhood book.
They took the Holy Christ Self off the I AM Presence Chart and
what was ensconced essentially was the human ego and even antichrist
in conjunction with not teaching of the carnal mind as a source of moral
hazard. Sundays was a time to wear the tuxedos and ballroom gowns,
as signs of human glamour.
They removed the righteousness of the Jesus Christ's teachings
on casting out the dweller-on-the-threshold or carnal mind and the
judgment of evil. This was a major perversion as to the teachings of
Jesus Christ who overturned the money changers in the temple with a
whip.1
It would take volumes to write of the amount of teaching
perversions. Let it be said that this is a persecution of Jesus Christ's
teachings. When the two witnesses are not honored, such as to say
never to read any of the other of the two witnesses' works or to discredit
the words and work of the Ascended Master Jesus Christ, it becomes
then a way of life that they can pick and choose what they will do of the
Christ walk. This way is Satanic.
This group is also competitive, claiming themselves messenger
on the order of Moses. Thus without merit, one claims himself to be the
reincarnated Aaron, next to Moses in holiness.

1

They were disrespectful of Jesus judgment call (20.07) and his dweller on the threshold call
(20.19). They said that on earth, you do not call for all the judgment of a person all at once
but that the Karmic Board gives a person time to balance his karma. This was misinterpreted.
The call is for the judgment of evil on the finer planes where these fallen ones are.
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In those who went to follow Samael, it was found again and again
that these no longer act as saints in obedience as to what they learned
at the Summit organization. Obedience is a virtue and vow of the holy
orders. But they act in disobedience, of picking and choosing what they
will do or not do in this Satanic way.
When El Morya asks these to do a work, they are not able to see
how they changed into this Satanic way to deny Christ and the needs of
Christ Church and their own Christ mission. Thus persecuting puffin is
a persecution of the teachings of Christ, a persecution of their own
sponsors in their sainthood, their Ascended Master Gurus. It is also the
persecution of their souls as the fallen angel Sameal would kill their
souls.
One master says: the teaching of choosing life not death, on
choosing Christ-on-a-cross before you over Satanic pick-and-choose
has been taught continually now for the last few years to those who
had any of the Devils2. In Mainin, the power is not something he
would give up. He would pine of the former days when he was
walking the path of sainthood but he desired the power of the
demons having tasted of evil.
One master says: he did not go to the second death immediately,
however that is what would result in such a choice for antichrist.
What was suggested for these? They were told to get a calendar
and filling the calendar with decree times.
Some instead of doing as suggested, decrees in karma
balancing, took on the worship of antichrist, of demons, going to
bars drinking alcohol, smoking marijuana, playing louder rock music
for example.

Twelfth Planet Group:
In the Twelfth Planet imitation group, a person makes his
transition. The proclaimed holy one, in great ceremony with a holy air of
reverence and worshipfulness will proclaim that one to have ascended.
When it is found out that the person did not ascend, he does not correct
2

Devil in the Great Whore, Devil in the False Prophet, Devil in the Accuser of the Brethren.
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his error but simply hides the fact and event. There is no accountability
for the lying.
This one persecutes the church of Christ by perverting the
teachings as seen in the half-Saint Germain and half astral messenger
portrait. He finds a writer to say he is of the White Brotherhood and that
is enough to legitimize his being of the lineage.
The Individual
They are not accountable for misleading others. They have the
terminology. They are self-proclaimed ones with an self-authorized
authority. Those who seek to know of the path had better listen to them,
they say. They have different Ascended Masters, that's all. Or, they
have "invisible" Ascended Masters.
They isolate others as their prey. It is them against us.
These can prevaricate. It is not always gossip but it has the same
destructive result to isolate someone then give them "our story"
Someone is harmed from what they criticize in their tone of criticism
and hatred. These conversations, or group meetings as in the Twelfth
Planet group, do not lead to scripture nor Christ Truth but it is an
idolatry to listen to him as they are self-proclaimed messengers.
The name of Hierarchy and of Truth must always be defended. If
there not be a defense of law and order, how is it that the sun would
arise each morning, and the sunsets are awesome every time? It is not
possible. They will criticize what they interpret as hypocrisy. They have
no allegiance to the name of Hierarchy or to the honor of Truth.
At the Twelfth Planet group, we said, the Wesak dictation was
from an alcoholic entity and they give no accounting for this blatant
lieneither to their group followers, the Church they left, neither to
Hierarchy. These who left the teachings to live in this lying and to be
self-proclaimed authority do no accounting, but continue their campaign
to destroy without an end.
They with this demon, will automatically find fault in order to
criticize. They have the soul insensitivity of Salamandra. Their souls do
not have feelings as it is covered over with demons in control.
They say, this is my story and I must tell it to all as my
autobiographymy truth is the real truth. In their presence, reading
their books, blogging and writings. it evokes a sickness in the stomach
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that is your soul chakra in you that knows morality. They say such
blasphemies as: others have been doing this "always" "forever" in a
critical tone. When possessed of the demon, there can be only one
solution in an argument. Though they say outwardly they are only
presenting one side, that is not what is registered in the feelings of the
demon.
Though they say, I have fact-checked my writings, statements are
made that cause one to automatically insinuate, to adopt a version of
reality wherein the facts do not lie. It is as the one who took the
confession letters of the Messenger and made a book of it. Do the facts
lie? No. But do confession letters constitute the reality of a person's
every day life? No, confession letters by its very nature says what is not
to be values and beliefs. Rather, confession letters say, this is not how I
desire to live.
In this competitiveness to be a messenger, truth is their side and
viewpoint. There are not two.
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